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Origin-ation 

“Space…the Final Frontier.  These are the voyages of the Starship Enterprise.  Its five-

year mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly 

go where no man has gone before.”  A few power cords later, history was born.  To be fair 

though history wasn’t kind to the television show called Star Trek.  While it did indeed boldly go 

where no television show had gone before popularity and fans didn’t take notice until after it had 

stopped filming.  It was with the re-runs that the Original Series finally earned the attention it 

deserved.  There is no doubt however that it had brought forth an ideal and inspiration to viewers 

the world over.  This fame grew with each year only to be renewed again when television was 

graced with a new crew and a new ship in the Next Generation.  Change a few words; add a new 

voice and a new vision was given to sweep fans away to a time where peace on earth was more 

than just a wish.  Deep down, however, two shows separated by 21 years share an underlining 

quality that isn’t merely inspirational, but also enjoyable to watch.  

Beyond the sharing of the name of their ship, the similiarties and differences between the 

shows start with the crew and never really ends.  While both shows have a crew made up of 

different races, alien and humans, they also sported the same purpose, to explore.  Yet within 

those similarities the differences can be found as well.  For example, the Original Cast was 

mostly men and a single woman while the Next Generation cast sported three women.  In 
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addition the Original crew held a single hybrid alien, while in the Next Generation they had 

plenty.   

Aside from the aesthetic the shows were even more diverse, starting with the technology.  

For the Original Series, the ship was made for war, no families allowed while they were in Next 

Generation.  While all the computers could accept voice commands in the original, discs were 

needed to have the information available and the food, while coming out of a dispenser in the 

wall, still required an insert to generate what was desired.  All of which was changed and 

upgraded to allow the crews to dispense with the cartridges in the Next Generation. 

Those differences mentioned can be explained by the fact that the Original Series 

happened in the twenty-third century and the Next Generation happened during the twenty-fourth 

century.  They are also factual in nature in regards to the shows.  Fans however are a bit more 

zealous in their discussions on the similarities and differences between the two shows.  While 

one may say that the acting was better in one, another may say the same about the other.  

Ultimately the decision on which is better lies in personal preferences. 

No matter how many differences that can be pointed out, the core of both remained the 

same, the pursuit of knowledge.  Not just of themselves but of the people they came in contact 

with.  Underlining all of it was the growth of spirit because no matter how far they went, how 

great the danger, they returned to the pure ideal.  That growth can be achieved, not just in their 

spirits but in their hearts as well. 
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